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Refractive Indices of Thallium Bromide-Iodide Crystals 
for Visible and Infrared Radiant Energy 1 

By Leroy W. Tilton, Earle K. Plyler, and Robert E. Stephens 

The refractive indices of two specimens of thallium bromide-iodide (KRS;) were meas

ured at a constant rOOITl temperature of 27° C from 0.577 to 39 micron s by use of a minimum

deviation spect rom eter and a P erkin-Elmer infrared spectrometer equipped with a calibrated 

screw for operation of t he Li ttrow mirror. In order to cover the entire region over which 

the prisms are transparent, many known wavel engths were used, in cluding lines of mercury, 

sodium, hydrogen, and helium for the visible region . A cadmium-m ercury lamp was t he 

source from 1 to 2 microns. F rom 2 to 39 }J. various absorp tion bands of carbondioxide, 

water, methylcycloh exa ne, polystyrene, and polyethylene ",ere used, ",i th a Global' as 

source, for t he ident ification of wavelengths. 

~IjX('d crystalline thallium bromide- iod id e, a 
mftterial known as KRS- 5, has a very high re
fractive index, 2.63 for sod ium ligh t, ftnd also a 
high density. It is opaq ue to wavelengths shorter 
than about 0.5 )J. bu t very transparen t in the in
frared to abou t 40 p, . The material is a solid 
solu tion of thallium bromid e and thalli um iodid e. 
Tha t is, it is truly a mixed crystal of the cubi c 
system and therefore no t double rcfra,cLing when 
free from strain. Interferometer phoLograplls in
dicate that some of the material is produced in a 
reaso nably homogeneous state, although certft inly 
not as uniform as good optical glass. 

For growing these crystals, commercially ob
ta inable chemicftls of reagent q uali ty arc furtller 
purified by crystallization, and t hrn proper mix
t ures are melted and ,veIl stirred. The Germans 
report that a crystal nucleus is introduced at the 
top and that the whole is cooled from the upper 
surface , but it is also successfully grown from the 
bottom in this country. Crystalline KRS- 5 was 
of great importance to the Germans in the design 
of optical systems transmitting infrared energy. 
Incidentally, thallium bromid e and iodide have 
been more or less known to petrographers for 15 
or 20 yr as powders that could be mixed and 

1 'rho work described in this pa per \Vas carr ied out in J947 in par t und er 
contracL S & A 28658 beLween t he Bureau of Ships and Lhe Xational Bureau 
of Standards, in order to confirm and extend our knowled ge of tho optical 
properLies of Lhis m edium . 
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melted for producing a series of solid immersion 
media having sodium-lines indices ranging from 
abou t 2.40 to 2.65 accord i ngly as the proport ion 
of thallium iodide is varied from 0 to 75 percent. 
Solid solutions with more than 75 perce nt of the 
iodid e compon ent arc not sta ble in the cubic 
system but invert in to a bil'dringrnt orLhorhombic 
modiJlcation .2 

Crystals of KRS- 5 have been grown by a num
ber of inves tigators in the United States and arc 
now grown by tllC H arshaw Chemi cal Co . of 
Cleveland. The measurements of refractive ind ex 
h erein reported were made on a 25° prism wi tb 
faces abo ut 6 by 6.2 cm, from a crystal grown by 
Harshaw, and on a 12° prism with faces about 
4 by 6.5 cm , from a crystal grown by Francis P . 
Phelps at this Bureau. These prisms were mad e 
in the Bureau's Optical Shop, and the surfaces 
were flat within a few wavelengths over abou t 80 
percent of their apertures. Both these prisms 
were designed to contain approximately 58 percent 
of thallium iodide . The Phelps prism was ana
lyzed by Howard B. Knowles of this Bureau and 
found to contain 58.3 percent of th allium iodide 

' Tom. Barth, Am. Mineral. 14, 358 ( 929) . The curves of refractive index 
for t he visi ble region versus composition by weigh t, figure 2 of Barth 's paper, 
seem too low in Lhe neighborhood of 60% thall ium iodide by about 0.03 in 
index, as judged by the data of this paper on the Phelps prism which , by 
analysis , contains 58.30/0 thallium iodide. Similarly. B arth 's curves would 
see m loo low by 0.05 if ju dged by tbe Heltner and Leisegang daLa on a prism 
said to eontain 56% Lhallium iodide. (See footnote 4.) 
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and 41.7 percent of thallium bromide. The 
Harshaw prism has not been analysed, because it 
is in almost constant use on a long program of in
vestigations in the infrared. Moreover, since 
this material is very susceptible to deformation 
by stress or shock, it seems unwise to jeopardize 
the homogeneity of this uniquely valuable optical 
component by the mechanical operations necessary 
in removing a sample for analysis . Later it is 
hoped that an analysis can be made in order to 
confirm the reasonable inference that this prism 
is about 0.5 percent higher in thallium iodide 
content than is the Phelps prism, which has re
fractive indices only 0.002 lower than those of the 
Harshaw prism. 

The refractive indices of these prisms were first 
measured in the visible region for eight wave
lengths in the yellow and red. This was done by 
use of 3. minimum-deviation spectrometer, chiefly 
at room temperatures near 23° C. The results 
for each prism were expressed by a Kettcler
Hclmholtz dispersion formula of the form 

2 2 k 2+ m n = a - ).. )..2_ )..; ' (1) 

in which the paramcters a2, k, m, and )..; were ad
justed by the method of averages. The average 
residual of 7xl0- 5, somewhat larger than anti
cipated, may be ascribed in part to somewhat 
imperfect surfaces and some inhomogeneity, but 
also it is due in large part to lack of careful tem
perature control and observation for these pre
liminary data with visible energy. Also, since 
this material is practically opaque to visible radia
tion shorter than about 5,000 A, th e indices 
measured in the yellow region are affected to some 
extent by the fact that the yellow light is more 
predominantly transmitted ncar the apex and 
perhaps not at all through the thicker portions of 
the prism near its base. Therefore, the effective 
apertures for yellow and for red light do not ex
actly coincide. The resulting error in index 
measurement is probably appreciable in the yellow 
region but of little importance in the red and 
beyond. 

Subsequent measurements for A= 5,876 and 
A= 6,678 at 30° C were much lower than those 
near 23°, and a temperature coefficient of 
- 16xlO- 5/deg C was found for light of approxi
mately 6,000 A. This optical sensitivity to 
temperature is over four times that of rock salt. 
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The method to be described for the index meu~ .. 
urements in t he infrared is not self-sufficient. 
For each prism the adjusted index (computed by 
eq 1) for the cadmium red line, A= 6,438, is taken 
as the basis with respect to which the infrared 
indices are to be computed. The use of eq 1 for 
adj usting the data in the visible region probably 
compensates in larg;e part for the inadequate 
knowledge of temperatures of the KRS- 5 during 
individual observations. These basic indices for 
cadmium red at an average temperature of 23° 
were then reduced to 27° C, the temperature of 
the room in which the infrared opservations were 
made. 

In the infrared region use was made of a Perkin
Elmer infrared spectrometer equipped with a 
calibrated screw for operation of the Littrow 
mirror, M of figure 1. The concave collima ting 
mirror, 0, focal length 27.5 cm, approximately 
18° off axis, has an aperture of about 7.5 em but was 
stopped clown to a rectangular aperture of about 
5 X 5 cm to reduce stray energy. The angular 
separation of the entrance and exit sli ts is 1.9636° 
at the face of the Li ttrow mirror. The angular 
equivalent of the screw was found to be 27.05' or 
1623" per turn, averaged over almost its total 
length . This was clone by means of 64 successive 
steps with two mirrors that were set at an angle 
of 5' of arc. A collimator and telescope were used 
for precision in making the steps. Evidence was 
found that seemed to indicate that th e periodic 
errors of a single turn may be ± 10 sec, and that 
progressive corrections to the average equivalent 
of the screw may sometimes exceed 30 sec, but it is 
possible that this was merely evidence of distortion 
of th e Littrow mirror, introduced by clamping. 

FIGURE 1. Prism installed on inf rared spectrometer. 
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The detector was of the Golay type with a 
KRS- 5 window, the in cident beam being inLer
rupted abou t 10 Limes pel' sec. Sli t widths as 
wid e as 0.35 to 0.43 mm were necessary for visible 
radiation and :for the region where th e waLer vapor 
absorption was utilized . ,'~idLh s of from 0.03 
to 0.20-mm were sufficient in the intermediate 
region. A measure of the energy received by the 
deLector is au tomatically recorded on a Leeds & 
Northrup Speedomax recording potentiometer . 

This sp ecLrometer was used , not because it is 
particularly favorable for this work, but because i t 
was available and index values were required. 
An objec Lion is the return passage of energy 
through Lh e prism, which causes additional losses 
by reflect ion and absorption. This is par ticularly 
disadvanLageous in that Lhe energy does not 
exacLly reLrace its path becau se of the angular 
separation of entran ce and exit sli ts . 

S.ince on Lhe infrared spectrometer the prism is 
stationary , and only tb e rotation of the LiLtrow 
milTor may be observed, it is necessary to usc the 
method of known incidence angle for rcfractive
index measurements with a spect romeLer of this 
type. This meLhod of known incid ence was used 
by Rydberg 3 over a cen Lury ago, and ~ [a rLens 4 

found it useful in meas uring inc/ ices in the lil tra
violeL. NIarLens recommended Lhe compu tation 
of indices by Lhe equations 

tan ~ - - = tan - cot - - tan 1--- , C., A) . A l+D C· A+D) 
2 2 2 2 

(2) 
and 

especially when logarithms are used . For use 
with computing machines it is preferable to use the 
equivalen t forms 

., A+ sin E cot ~ = cot . A . ., sm 8m ~ 
(3) 

and 

where the symbols have the meanings designated 
in figure 2. 

3 F. R ydberg, Poggcndorf's Annalen H , 45 (1828). 
• F. F . Martens, Verhand!. den t. physik. Grs. 3, 10 (H)() I ) . 
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F IGURE 2. Simplified relation of L ittrow mirror to deviation 
prod1tced by prism. 

In order to install each prism of KRS- 5 with 
suitable known incidence angle, i, on an infrared 
specLrometer of this type, small auxiliary prisms of 
gJass were made wi Lh angle, A x, approximately 
equal, in each case, to (A+ D )/2 Jor Lhe m inimum
deviation condition and some wav(,length of visible 
radia nt energy travers ing th e KRS- 5 prism. 
Although th ere is 110Lhing very precise abou t th e 
selecLion of a favorable in cid ence a ngle, i, it is 
necessary to know the i thaL is aCL ually used. 
Consequently, Lhe angles of the auxiliary glass 
prisms arc carefully measured, and they are uSe'd 
in Lhe installaLio n of the corresponding prisms of 
KRS- 5 on th e spec trometer as hown aL A in 
fi gure 1. Wi th any in Lense visible radiation fo
cused on Lhe entrance sli t, th e' prism pair is so 
oriented that ligh L re{lecLed :from the outer 
polish ed face of the auxili ary prism is r eLurned Lo 
Lhe entranee slit. After removal of the auxiliary 
prism, any energy from Lhe entrance sli t will be 
incident on the unknown sample prism at an a ngle 
i= A x, where Ax is the measured refracting angle of 
the auxiliary glass prism. 

For any prism, starting with the refracting a ngle, 
A , the index, n, as adju sted for Ao= G,438 , t= 27 °, 
and incidental angle , i, iL is poss ible to trace rays 
through the prism, as indicated in figure 2, and 
find Eo, angle of emerge nce for these basic or 
initial co ndiLions. If the LitLrow milTor were 
normal Lo the emergenL ray (7.ero angle between 
entrance and emergence slits), or even if the 
incidence angle of oE/2 on the Littrow mirror 
remained constan t for the different wavelengths to 
be used, then the observable angular increments 
for the Littrow mirror, as determined from the 
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drum readings of the screw, would be the exact 
increments applicable to Eo to give E~. 

Fortunately, oEj2, the incidence angle on the 
Littrow mirror, varies rather slowly as n changes, 
and it is not difficult to trace a series of pairs of 
rays (for i and for i- 1.9636°) for arbitrarily 
selected evenly spaced values of n, as 2.60, 2.50, 
2.40, 2.30, and form an interpolation table of 
oEj2 as a, function of n. Then when computing n 
by means of eq 1, it is found that correct pre
estimation of n within 1 or 2 X 10- 3 will enable one 
to select a satisfactory value for the small COlTec
tion to the observed angular increment in E , for 
use in computing n correctly within ± lor 2 X 10- 5• 

In order to cover the entire infrared region over 
which these prisms are transparent, many wave
lengths were used, including those for various 
absorption bands of carbondioxide, water, methyl
cyclohexane, polystyrene, and polyethylene, with a 
Global' as source. The ordinarily sh arp zero 
branches of the absorption curves for various 
vapors could not be used, because the recorded 
contours of these branches are not sharp at the 
center when the dispersion is low as is the case for 
these prisms from 3.4 to 14.3 J.l. Here, however, 
the recordings of the ordinarily broad bands of 
absorption of polystyrene, polyethylene, and 
methyleyclohexane become usefully narrow. 

Equation 1 was found definitely inadequate tor 
accurately representing the index of refraction, 
even to four decimal places, ovcr so long a spectral 
range as that covered in this investigation. Also, 
the four-constant Sellmeier formula with two 
terms, namely, 

l\11'"A2 m'"A2 
n2=1+ "A2_ "A2+ "A2_ "A2' (4) 

r , 

exactly eq uivalent to one form of the Kettler
Helmholtz formula (as strictly limited to two 
resonance frequencies), namely, 

22 1\1+ m 
n = a - "A;- "A2 "A2_"A~.' (5) 
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The raw observed values for the Harshaw and the Phelps prisms are 
used hero, this graph heing identical with that shown at the New York 
meeting of the Optical Society of America, March 1948. 
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where 

2_ +NI+?!7:_ + ~1. ' + ' a - I ,, 2 ;\2- 1 .Lv.. m, 
1\ , " 

\\'as found to be considerably worse than eq 1, 
which is merely a partially expanded, and there
fore an approximate, form of eq 4 or 5. Equation 
4 01' 5 can, however, account for the effect of only 
one absorption band in the infrared and one in 
th e ultraviolet, whereas their expanded forms can, 
with the same number of constants, approximate 
the effects of multiple bands, and these prisms of 
KI~S-5 are known to have two prominent infrared 
bands, one each for the bromid e and iodid e con
stituents. By retaining in tIle expans ion a term 
in _ ;\4, however, and ad j LI sting the five parameters 
by least sq uares, th e equation 

n2 =5.676 927 - 0.000 452 226 4;\2-

0.0000000180197;\4+ 

0.2873017 
;\2- 0.1027734 ' (6) 

was founel to represent LIlc inC/ices of th e 25° 
Harshaw prism. 

The same equation with a2 = 5.667 927 serves so 
well (sec res iduals in table 1) for the 12° Phelps 
prism that a betterment by least squares IS 

unnecessary. 
Equation 5 with five constants, that IS one lU 

\\·hich 

was not tried because if five constants arc to be 
used, it appears much better to try the expanded 
form as in eq 6, where not only the constant, but 
certain other additional terms relating to any other 
pertinent absorption bands are automatically 
taken into account. 

Table 1 gives, according to eq 6 and 7, the 
indices and the residuals, observed minus com
puted, for each of these prisms for the wavelengths 
that were used. The agreement between observed 
and computed indices for each prism is entirely 
satisfactory, and the computed indices for these 
prisms are probably typical for this material. 
The differences in index from wavelength to wave
length, easily obtainable from table 2, are probably 
accurate to a few units in the fifth decimal. The 
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T ABLE J. Ob served and Co11t7)uled dala on i ndex or rejTac-
lion oj KRS- 5 (270 C) 

Com· 
I Com-pu ted puted \\-an'· So urce or a hsorbin g ind(lx 

(o ~C) X I Ol i ndex (o~e)XlQl lenglh m ed ia Jl a r· Phe lps shaw 
prism prism 

------------------ -----

p. 

I Q. ;')770 lI g )'('110\\· 2. 03 Hi + 1 
.. 5780 ]\lra n II g ~· c ll o\\· __ __ 2. G28G - · 1·1 
.579 1 II g ye llo w 2.0291 + 1 
. 64 :Jg Cel red .. .- .- .--- 2.5687 - 6 2.5670 -fi 

1. 0142 llg .. .... . . . .. . . ..... 2. 4 '~08 +3 2.4450 + 1:\ 

1. 1289 H g ... .... .. . ........ 2.4334 + 2 2. 4311i + 11 
1. 5298 H g .. .. .. .. . ......... 2.4092 +=3 2. '1073 + 12 
1. 700 H g . . .. .. .. .... ----- 2.4039 +2 2.4020 + 11 
2.20 PolyeLh ;·lene abs ... . 2. 394~ -:') 2.3923 -,~ 

3. 42 J)ol~I S L~TC' n(' abs._ .. 2. :38(i7 + 2 2.3848 + 10 

4. 24 C02 abs. i n air ----- 2. :384:3 - 1 2. :382 1 +8 
'1. '1 C02 fi fl lllC' emiss ion __ 2. :38:39 - 4 
0.86 .~ 1 (,t h y l ('~T c loll('x fl n(' 2.37!I·I + 1 2.3775 - 4 

nhs. 
10. :\<l ... do ------ ---_._- 2. :37:\0 + 0 
I:l. ~:l ro l y~t~f r('n(' abs _____ 2. :3(j{j2 +3 

13.90 P oly('1 hylelle abs .. 2. ;1625 +6 
14. :J2 Po l Y~L ~r rc l1 (, abs --.- 2. :m:l2 + 1 
1'1. 98 C02 ab~ . in ai l' ---- 2. :ltH3 - 1 2.359 1 -2 
If;, 48 i\ l eL h y lcyc lohl'xa ne 2. :1.';67 -2 2.3547 - 1 

ahs. 
18.29 .... do .... . .. - ------- 2. :l.51}1 - 4 2. :l'I85 -:3 

22.00 ... do ------ ---- . - 2. :J:328 + 1 2. :1308 +3 
2:l.92 \\'atl' r \' 3l Jor nbs. l i __ 2. :32G5 +3 2.32·[6 + 1 
2.5. 1(; ___ •. dO. li -------_ . _-- 2. :l20:3 + 0 2.3 184 - 4 

25.97 _____ do. I' .------ ---- 2. :lI OO - 1 
26. GO .. __ do. :' ... ------- 2.3 127 -:l 2. :l I07 - 7 

28. :n ... do. n. ----- _.-.-." 2.3008 -2 
29. 15 ... do. tl ------- - - 2.2978 - (i 

29.81 -- -- dO. I' ----- ------ 2.29:17 - 1 
:lO.1i9 ... dO. l' .. ------ 2.286 1 +2 
:J I. 70 ---- do. 1I. ---------- -- 2.2814 - 0 

:3:3. 11 ---- do. " ---- . -- - --- - 2.271 5 + 10 2. 2095 
:14. 48 ---- do. " ------ - --- 2.2(;14 + 1 2.2594 -7 
:!.).7 _____ do. :l ___________ __ 2.2500 - 7 
37. 45 ___ __ do. u __ _ _ _________ 2. 2377 

I 

-:3 2. 2357 -r, 
39.22 - - - - do. 1t - - --- -- -- -- - 2.2224 - 1 2. 2201 -6 

a For t he wa\'eleng t hs of t h e absorption ba nd , of waier \'apor, see 1 L M . 
Rand all , D. M. Dennison, lV. Ginsburg, and L. ll. \Ycber, 1)h Y5 R ev. 
52, 160 (1937) . 

index residuals for the Phelps prism arc larger, 
because the effects on index of accidental errors 
in deviation measurement arc fully twice as large 
for the prism of 12° angle. Moreover, since the 
resolution is mu ch lower, the angular errors them
selves arc larger. The average difference in raw 
observed index between the two prisms varies from 
13 X 10- 4 in the visible region to 28 X 10- 4 at 39 )1. , 

figure 3, whereas the corresponding differences are 
17 to 20 X 10- 4 in the computed indices. In other 
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TABLE 2. Refractivity of ERS-5 at 27° C for use in computing partial dispersions 

This table is all average for two samples of KRS- 5 grown independently in di fferent laboratories in tbe U n ited States in effor ts to produce solid solutions 
of rninimUln melting point. One, by analysis, contains 58.3 percent thallium iodide and the other, by inference fr0111 its ind ices, contains 58.8 percent 
t ballium iodide. The measurements were made at 35 wa"eleu gths well d istributed over t he range of 40 1'. The tahle is computed by means of ,equation 6, 
except t hat a2 h as tbe value 5.6i2427. It is est imated that differences taken from tbis table are reliable to ±2X 10- ' . 

'Yayclength .0 I .1 I .2 I .. , 

-------
I' 

0 _______________ 
---- - -- - -- -- -- - --- --

L __________ __ __ 44789 43544 42623 41923 
2 __ __ ______ ___ __ 39673 39523 39393 39279 
3 _______________ 38760 38711 38666 38623 

,V ave-
(n-2) X IO ' 

\\rave- (n-2) X105 length length 
- ----

~ " I 44789 II 37062 
1.5 40940 11. 5 36949 
2 39673 12 36832 
2.5 39089 12.5 36710 

3 38760 13 36584 
3.5 38548 13.5 36453 
4 38396 14 363 17 
4.5 38276 14.5 36 176 

5 38173 15 36030 
5.5 38081 15.5 35880 
6 37994 16 35724 
6.5 37910 16.5 35564 

7 37826 17 35398 
7.5 37740 17.5 35227 
8 37653 18 35051 
8 . .5 37563 18.5 34870 

9 37471 19 34683 
!l5 37374 19 . .5 34491 

10 37274 20 34294 
10.5 37170 20 . .5 34092 

words, there is lit tle if any difference in dispersion 
between these two prisms. The corresponding 
difference, if any, in the proportions in which the 
bromide and the iodide are present would be about 
0.5 percent, the Harshaw prism to have the slightly 
higher iodide content. 

Figure 3 shows by open circles the (observed) 
indices of the 25° prism grown by Harshaw and by 
black dots the indices of the 12° prism grown by 
Phelps. Some indices of a sample of KRS- 5 
according to "Rettner ",.5 as read from a curve ob-

' Possi bly based on Lhe data pubiished later by G. H ettner an d Gertrud 
L eisega ng, OpLik 3, 305 (1948) . 
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Tentbs of microns 

I .4 I .5 I .6 
I 

.7 
I 

.8 I .9 
i 

Value, of (n-2) XIQ5 

- - - -- - -- -- 60561 53262 49137 46542 
41376 40940 40586 40296 40053 39848 
39178 39089 39009 38937 38873 38814 
38584 38548 38514 38482 38452 38423 

\Yave- (n-2)X10' I 
'Yave· (n-2)X IO' length length 

I' " 21 33883 31 28506 
21. 5 33670 31. 5 28172 
22 33451 32 27832 
22.5 33226 32.5 27485 

23 32996 33 27131 
23.5 327GO 33.5 26770 
24 32518 34 26403 
24.5 32271 34.5 26028 

25 320 17 35 25647 
25.5 3 1758 35.5 25258 
26 31493 36 24862 

. 26.5 31222 36.5 24459 

27 30945 37 24048 
27.5 30662 :J7. 5 23630 
28 30373 38 23205 
28. 5 30078 38.5 22772 

29 29776 39 22331 
29.5 29468 39.5 21882 
30 29154 - -- -- --- ---------- -

30.5 28833 - -- ----- -- - --- -- - --

tained from Germany, are entered on this figure as 
crosses. They extend, however, only to 32}J.. At 
the long wavelengths that sample of KRS- 5 aver
aged fully 100 X 10- 4 higher in index than the 
Phelps prism even allowing for a possible difference 
of 10 deg C. This indicates, according to the index 
curves published by B arth, that the H ettner 
sample contained about 2.5 percent more thallium 
iodide than the Phelps prism. 6 

6 The H ettner and Leiscgang prism (footnote 4) is said , however, to contain 
56% of t halliu m iod ide, which is a bou t 2.3% less than t hat in th e Phelps prism . 
W ith reference to ind ex sta bilit y. it may be added th at ch eck measurem ents 
for X=6438 were made on the Phelps prism after a 15-Jnonth in terval, using a 
different spectrometer, and no chan ge was found in the fourth decimal place. 
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